
Separation Poem Documentation of Separation after discontinuation of the Flash 
plugin April 2021.
Originally it was an interactif Flashpoem called separation/séparation 
bram.org/separation by Annie Abrahams, co-production Panoplie.org, 2002 2003, 
Programmation William Pezet.

You can see Annie Abrahams performing this work at “A Toast to the Flash 
Generation,” hosted by Dene Grigar of the Electronic Literature Lab at Washington 
State University Vancouver and the Electronic Literature Organization (31/12/2020) 
in this video. https://vimeo.com/496282798

At the beginning you were confronted with an empty screen. By clicking on 
it you could reveal the poem one letter a time in a slow pace. Every now 
and then the poem would be interupted with an exercice that you had to 
execute for a certain amounth of time – no interaction with the computer 
was possible during.

Alerts might pop up any time you clicked too fast - the computer recognized
the number of clics per minute - no interaction possible for 12 sec, then you
could try again)

Separation Poem

Lonely soul,
not knowing how to differntiate between you and me,
you don't feel my pain

https://bram.org/separation/


30 sec.

Your body became mine
you are interesting

involving
absorbing
demanding

30 sec.

We are exchanging constructing, developing
to-get-her, fusion, adaptation
Your body became mine,
but mine, mine

muscles, nerves
overused, abused, neglected



You don't feel my pain,

20 sec.

and I, I forget about them - absorbed in you
My body starts hating you

your limited ways of recieving input 
your imposing way of need

You don't caress,   

60 sec.

you are speed
you never need a break
and when you are down
it's me who has to repair you



you won't repair me
I have to leave you
I need desintoxication
I must fight

30sec.

I need to cherish, 
take care off pay attention to all the parts of me you don't recognise
From now on I will use you
and I won't let you take me over again

40 sec.

How to relax a computer ?
How to massage a computer ?

And with another click it starts all over again.


